Law Indications Geographical Origin Theory
law on geographical indications - cambodiaip - 2. any points prescribed in the definition of geographical
indications in article 4 and article 10 of this law; 3. the actual production site for cambodian geographical
indications; 4. in the case of homonymous geographical indications, in compliance with the conditions set by
the ministry of commerce. 03. the law on indications of gegraphical origin - the law on indications of
geographical origin i. subject-matter and conditions for protection article 1 this law shall regulate the
acquisition and legal protection of indications of geographical origin. indications of geographical origin shall be
appellation of origin and geographical indication. article 2 law on indications of geographical origin - zis this law shall regulate manner of acquisition and legal protection of indications of geographical origin.
indications of geographical origin shall be appellation of origin and geographical indications. indications of
geographical origin which have been registered for the territory of the republic of geographical indication
protection in the united states ... - geographical indications can be viewed as a subset of trademarks.
geographical indications serve the same functions as trademarks, because like trademarks they are: 1) sourceidentifiers, 2) guarantees of quality, and 3) valuable business interests. the united states has found that by
protecting geographical indications through the law no. 05/l -051 on geographical indications and ... law no. 05/l -051 on geographical indications and designations of origin already entered in the register, taking
into account the need to ensure equitable treatment of the producers concerned and that consumers are not
mislead. law of azerbaijan republic on trademarks and geographical ... - law is to be registered as
geographical indications. legal protection of the geographical indication shall extend both to its graphic or
figurative representation and to the geographical representation of the country, city, region or locality whose
names constitute the geographical indication. a geographical name may be used as a geographical
indications of origin: should they be ... - santa clara high technology law journal by an authorized
administrator of santa clara law digital commons. for more information, please contact sculawlibrarian@gmail.
recommended citation lina monten,geographical indications of origin: should they be protected and why? an
analysis of the issue from the u.s. and eu the law of - ru - the law of patents, designs and geographical
indications is an elective llb semester course. the major theme of the course is the statutory framework and
selected case law applicable to patents and designs in south african law as well as a broad overview of the
system of geographical indications. geographical indications - an introduction - …indications which
identify a good as originating in the territory of a member [of the world trade organization] , or a region or
locality in that territory, where a given quality, reputation or other characteristic of the good is essentially
attributable to its geographical origin. the protection of geographical indication in india case ... - also a
geographical indication (gi) gives exclusive right to a region (town, province or country) to use a name for a
product with certain characteristics that corresponds to their specific location. the geographical indications of
goods (registration and protection) act, 1999 protect the gi’s in india. registration of gi is not compulsory in ...
geographical indications in china: why protect gis with ... - 8 min-chiuan wang, the asian consciousness
and interests in geographical indications, 96 trademark rep. 906, 914 (2006). 9 peter ganea & thomas
pattloch, intellectual roperty law in china 144 (christopher heath ed., kluwer law international 2005). 10 china
began protecting gis in 1985 and began protecting gis as certification marks or collective eu law on
indications of geographical origin - springer - eu law on indications of geographical origin. this is a fm
blank page. vadim mantrov eu law on indications of geographical origin theory and practice. vadim mantrov
university of latvia, faculty of law riga graduate school of law law ofﬁce rozenfelds and partners riga latvia
geographical indications: the international debate over ... - bourbon: the spirited debate about
geographical indicationsastings l.j. , 58 h 299, 303 (2006) (“[f]or all practical purposes, the law of geographical
indications is about foodstuffs. . . . this is a debate about the law of the names of what we eat and drink.”).
however, there are important examples of non -food gis, such as geographical indications law e sakpatenti - law on appellations of origin and geographical indications of goods article 1. purpose of the law
this law regulates the relations formed in connection with registration, protection and use of appellations of
origin and geographical indications of goods (services).
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